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Abstract

The aim of this study is to explain the effectiveness of psychotherapeutic treatments in patients with inflammatory bowel disease through an exploratory review of selected literature (2016-2022). Nineteen studies comprising interventions with cognitive behavioral psychotherapy, acceptance and commitment psychotherapy, and mindfulness were included, show data from $N = 2506$ people diagnosed with IBD, adult, adolescent and child participants, from different face-to-face and distance therapeutic programs. Results display a disparity of findings and are not definitive. The intervention that has the greatest verifiable therapeutic potential, given a better systematization of methodological procedures used, is cognitive behavioral psychotherapy. Future research on psychological interventions in IBD should focus on the use of trial of control and experimental groups, with random assignment of participants and compliance with parameters that guarantee comparison between groups and replicability of studies, including design of a more standardized version of intervention procedures.
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Abstract

El objetivo de este estudio fue explicar la efectividad de los tratamientos psicoterapéuticos en pacientes con enfermedad inflamatoria intestinal a través de una revisión exploratoria de la literatura seleccionada (2016-2022). Se incluyeron diecinueve (19) estudios que comprenden intervenciones con psicoterapia cognitivo conductual, psicoterapia de aceptación y compromiso y mindfulness, mostrando datos de \( N = 2506 \) personas diagnosticadas con EII, participantes adultos, adolescentes y niños, de diferentes programas terapéuticos presenciales y a distancia. Los resultados muestran una disparidad de hallazgos y no son definitivos. La intervención que tiene mayor potencial terapéutico comprobable, dada una mejor sistematización de los procedimientos metodológicos utilizados, es la psicoterapia cognitivo conductual. Futuras investigaciones sobre intervenciones psicológicas en EII deben enfocarse en el uso de grupos de prueba de control y experimentales, con asignación aleatoria de participantes y el cumplimiento de parámetros que garanticen la comparación entre grupos y la replicabilidad de los estudios, incluido el diseño de una versión más estandarizada de los procedimientos de intervención.
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Inflamatory Bowel Disease (IBD) is a pathological condition that includes Crohn’s disease (CD) and ulcerative colitis (UC); a chronical disease, it develops in people with genetic predisposition, in interrelation with environmental factors and the functioning of immune system (Meligrana et al., 2019). Clinical symptoms for this disease include weight loss, fever, rectal bleeding, abdominal pain, constipation, diarrhea, abdominal distention, and fatigue; its diagnosis is higher in younger populations, between 20 and 35 years-old (Leiva, 2019), although it has also been observed in pediatric consultation before the age of five in 4% of the total cases attending medical evaluation (Kelsen & Baldassano, 2008); This pathology has also been observed in adolescence (e.g., Zangara et al., 2021).

In Crohn’s disease (CD), clinical signs are diverse and depend on extension, activity degree, location and course of the disease: patients report intermittent or perennial pain in the right iliac fossa in addition to abdominal pain and chronic diarrhea. Other symptoms such as general malaise, fever, anorexia, asthenia and weight loss are also frequent, although other criteria is taken into account for its diagnosis (radiological, endoscopic and pathological) (Ballester et al., 2018). In the case of ulcerative colitis (UC), it evolves clinically in an unpredictable manner with symptoms of abdominal pain, fecal urgency, hemorrhagic diarrhea, tenesmus (the need to evacuate even when the intestine is empty), fever (in severe cases) and external manifestations to the intestinal tract. Other evaluation criteria has also been useful for diagnosis, such as daily bowel frequency and rectal bleeding (Meyer & Treton, 2018). This disease has increased its prevalence rate in recent decades due, among other factors such as genetic and infectious, to an increase in systemic complexity of societies, that is, to existing conditions in complicated modern daily life. In this regard, it has been reported its incidence is higher in industrialized countries (Reyes et al., 2018), also in South America, Africa and Asia (Meligrana, 2019), observed since beginning of 20th century in societies with western life patterns (Kaplan & Ng, 2017).

IBD has drawn attention in the field of medicine, health psychology and health authorities due to an increase in prevalence after the 1950s. Indeed, Soriazu (2016) refers that the number of new cases...
of IBD has increased since 1950 by 6 times; incidence has gone from 4 cases per 100000 inhabitants in the period 1954-1993 to more than 25 cases today. This increase was more marked for ulcerative colitis, which has gone from 2.6 cases per 100000 inhabitants to more than 13 in recent years. Prevalence of IBD has been estimated at 0.3% worldwide, with a forecast increase of up to 0.9% by 2025 (Ng et al., 2018). IBD is associated with a large number of risk factors, for which its origin is considered multifactorial (Ananthakrishnan, 2015). Silva et al. (2019) state that genetic, immune system and environmental influences are found in its etiology and pathogenesis. However, lack of clarity around its causes allows it to be considered within the category of functional disorder and not only as a physiological alteration. For example, in accordance with González (2021), the World Health Organization (WHO) in its ICD-10 Manual (1992) includes CD and UC as types of somatoform vegetative dysfunction, as part of intestinal tract disorders (code F45.3).

Karantanos et al. (2010) report a diverse combination of persistent gastrointestinal symptoms occurring in them that are not always explained by structural or metabolic abnormalities. In this sense, IBD has been described as a disturbance of the gut-brain axis in which psychological factors, such as stressful life events and anxiety, can affect the onset and development of this condition (Moser et al., 2018). This suggests that development of this pathology may be influenced by biopsychosocial factors, specifically psychological, such as psychosocial stress, coping strategies, personality characteristics, psychopathological symptoms and social support (Tobón et al., 2007, p. 83) and etiology is still not completely clear: in IBD a biopsychosocial perspective in health can allow the understanding of factors contributing to expression and maintenance of symptoms (Casati & Toner, 2000). For this reason, it is important to understand emotional, cognitive, environmental and behavioral factors that participate in its appearance and modification (González, 2021; González & De Ascençao, 2005), all within a broad perspective of health concept.

Although some reports have questioned the possible role of psychosocial aspects in IBD due to contradictory results (e.g., Casellas et al., 2003; Mawdsley & Rampton, 2006), the literature also refers to studies showing their possible relationship with it (e.g., Casati & Toner, 2000; Maunder & Levenstein, 2008), that is, the treatment of this disease is not limited to medical pharmacology or surgery, but also extends to the psychological treatment given, which can play a very important role in the clinical improvement of patients. In this regard, Taft et al. (2017) state that approximately one third of patients with IBD experience anxiety and depression. Already Drossman et al. (1991) described four main areas of concern for patients: impact of disease, treatment, intimacy and stigma, topics that have been of interest for subsequent research on psychosocial problems of IBD (Casati et al., 2000). There are evidence-based psychological treatments for most IBD mental health problems and available psychotherapies.

Cognitive behavioral psychotherapy (CBT), originally developed to treat depression, shows consistent effectiveness when applied to a wide range of medical and psychiatric conditions, including IBD, and may be effective in mitigating a number of psychological problems related to digestive disorder (Taft et al., 2017). Being psychotherapy for IBD a newer area of research (Ballou & Keefer, 2017), based on most solid evidence, along with CBT, literature also reports effectiveness with use of mindfulness-based therapies and acceptance and commitment psychotherapy (ACT). However, although the thematic literature reports that not only physical and physiological factors but also
psychosocial ones can be considered in the etiology and development of IBD and, furthermore, that there is evidence of the effectiveness of psychological interventions in its treatment, it is also possible to state that these psychotherapeutic interventions seem ambiguous, contradictory or unclear, which is why research is necessary to establish conclusions regarding their use in patients suffering from this condition. In this sense, important questions arise regarding psychological treatments in IBD: what is the effectiveness of psychological psychotherapies in treatment of inflammatory bowel disease? What is the type of psychological intervention that most recent literature refers to as most effective in treatment of inflammatory bowel disease? Therefore, this research aims to explain effectiveness of psychotherapeutic psychological treatment in patients with inflammatory bowel disease through an exploratory review of literature included in the last seven years (2016-2022) of research on subject.

**Method**

The exploratory review (Silamani, 2015) was carried out following the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) guidelines (Moher et al., 2009) as a structured literature search model. The bibliographic search process was carried out between February 12 and March 1, 2022, and is represented in Figure 1.

The electronic databases Ebsco, PubMed and Medline were used. For the thematic review, a double search (Spanish and English) was used through expressions that were applied for the exploration in the databases in the fields of keywords and retrieval of full-text documents: “Inflammatory bowel disease (and) psychological Therapy (and) “adults”; “Inflammatory bowel disease (and) psychological therapy (and) children”; “Inflammatory bowel disease (and) psychological therapy (and) adolescents”; “Inflammatory bowel disease (and) psychological treatment (and) adults”; “Inflammatory bowel disease (and) psychological treatment (and) children”. Eligibility criteria: A. Type of studies: 1) Scientific articles, 2) Arbitrated publications of scientific congresses; B. Nature of the studies: 3) Research that presented quantitative data analysis, 4) Research that showed results of qualitative data analysis, 5) Free and restricted access, downloadable from the electronic databases consulted, 6) Language: articles in Spanish and English, 7) Evidence-based primary studies. C. Type of participants: 8) adults, adolescents or children; D. Type of intervention: 9) Distance format; 10) Face-to-face format; 11) Mixed format (face-to-face / remote).

Exclusion criteria: 1) Articles not published in scientific journals, 2) Published meta-analyses, given that they include documentary review prior to 2016, 3) Articles older than 7 years (published prior to January 2016), 4) Articles with prospective protocols for future research.

A total of 297 studies were initially identified. In this phase, 185 duplicate documents and 68 documents without empirical or test-type data were discarded. Of the 44 documents of interest, the screening phase allowed us to discard another 20 documents that were returned by the databases but that did not directly refer to the topic. After applying the exclusion criteria, 24 articles were selected for their thematic relevance. Once the search was narrowed in the eligibility phase, the articles that could meet the objectives of this review and that met the exclusion criteria were identified. Next, a complete reading of the selection was carried out to analyze and extract the information contained, discarding five (5)
Figure 1
Literature review process based on PRISMA (Moher et al, 2009).
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- Records identified from databases: $N = 297$
  - Duplicate records removed: $n = 185$
  - Records marked as ineligible by automation tools: $n = 0$
  - Records removed for other reasons: $n = 68$

- Records screened: $n = 44$
  - Records excluded: $n = 20$

- Reports sought for retrieval: $n = 24$
  - Reports not retrieved: $n = 0$

- Reports assessed for eligibility: $n = 24$
  - Articles not published in scientific journals: $n = 1$
  - Published meta-analyses, given that they include documentary review prior to 2016: $n = 3$
  - Articles with prospective protocols for future research: $n = 1$

- Studies included in review: $n = 19$
documents because they were not published in indexed scientific journals (1), they were meta-analyses that included previous reviews from the literature (3) or that referred to prospective research protocols (1). The final analysis (Table 1) was based on the 19 selected articles that met all criteria of the scoping review (see Table 1 here).

Results

Literature review initially yielded a total of $N = 297$ documents from consulted databases, of which 19 finally met the inclusion criteria (See table 1: Artom et al., 2019; Bernabeu et al., 2021; Carvalho et al., 2021; Cebolla et al., 2021; Drent et al., 2016; Ewais et al., 2020; González-Moret et al., 2020; Hou et al., 2017; Hunt et al., 2019; Keerthy et al, 2016; Kohut et al., 2019; Levy et al., 2016; Lyall et al., 2022; McCombie et al., 2016; Mikocka-Walus et al., 2017; Mulcahy et al., 2017; Neilson et al., 2016; Stapersma et al., 2020; and Wynne et al., 2019). A total of $N = 2506$ people diagnosed with IBD participated in the studies. Only one study (Keerthy et al, 2016) had a sample composed exclusively of children, one study only with women (Drent et al, 2016), two with adolescents/young adults (Ewais et al., 2020; Kohut et al., 2019) and another study used a mixed sample made up of parents and children (Levy et al., 2016). The rest ($N = 14$) were performed on adult samples.

Regarding the geographical origin of the investigations, reports were prepared by researchers from nine (9) countries; of them, five (5) are from North America (Canada and the United States), nine (9) were carried out in Europe (Spain, Holland, England, Ireland and Portugal) and another five (5) in Oceania (Australia and New Zealand). Methodologically, 13 investigations were carried out with a quantitative comparison design of two groups (experimental and control; pretest, post-test); only (2) had a single-group quantitative pretest-post-test comparison design (Drent et al., 2016; Hou et al., 2017); one investigation corresponded to a correlational study (Lyall et al., 2022); and three (3) reports had a mixed-type design (Cebolla et al., 2021; Ewais et al., 2020; Kohut et al., 2019).

Instruments used in the different investigations were really very diverse; they stand out those elaborated ad hoc to measure specific aspects of interest, for example: to know the number of hospitalizations due to disease, such as the one used by Levy et al. (2016); to establish perceived stress, such as the one used by Wynne et al. (2019); or a questionnaire to measure post-intervention satisfaction, such as the one used by Wynne et al. himself, passing through collections of qualitative information derived from focus groups (the case of the work by Kohut et al., 2019), to commonly used, objective, standardized, instruments used in many of the reports reviewed (the case of the Depression, Stress and Anxiety Scale DASS-21 used in the works of Hou et al., 2017; Lyall et al., 2022; Mulcahy et al., 2017 and Wynne et al., 2019; the Children’s Depression Inventory (CDI) used by Keerthy et al. (2016), Kohut et al., 2019, Levy et al., 2016, and Stapersma et al., 2020, among other instruments. Other investigations used similar disease activity indexes in adult or pediatric versions, for example, the Crohn’s Disease Activity Index (CDAI) (Bernabeu et al., 2021; Levy et al., 2016; Mikocka-Walus et al., 2017; Neilson et al., 2016; and Wynne et al., 2019) and ulcerative colitis activity, such as the Simple Clinical Colitis Activity Index (SCCAI) (Artom et al., 2019; Levy et al., 2016 and Mikocka-Walus et al., 2017). Likewise, at least two investigations used fecal-type biomarkers calprotectin and Concentration of C-reactive protein (González-Moret et al., 2020; Wynne et al., 2019), among other indexes.
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Around the general findings that are reported in the investigations, these can be grouped according to the three (3) psychotherapeutic approaches considered: In the first place, the use of cognitive-behavioral psychotherapy shows in seven (7) research reports changes or improvement in patients in psycho-socio-emotional dimensions or variables, such as mental health indicators, in regarding significant decreases in the frequency of hospitalizations (the case of Keerthy et al., 2016), fatigue (e.g., Artom et al., 2019), stress, anxiety or depression (e.g., Bernabeu et al., 2021; Hunt et al., 2019; Keerthy et al., 2016; McCombie et al., 2016; Stapersma et al., 2020) or quality of life (e.g., Levy et al., 2016), but not in indicators of the disease activity, as in cases of Bernabeu et al. (2021), Hunt et al. (2019) and Mikocka-Walus et al. (2017). Regarding mindfulness-based psychotherapeutic interventions, of the seven (7) studies included in the review, only reports by Drent et al. (2016) and Neilson et al. (2016) refer to improvements in mental health indicators (depression, anxiety or stress); in González-Moret et al. (2020) there is evidence of change in biomarkers of inflammation of C-reactive protein, fecal calprotectin and capillary cortisol, while in one of the studies no changes are reported for levels of disease activity or improvement in mental health variables (Kohut et al., 2019).

The four (4) studies that used acceptance and commitment psychotherapy, three (3) of them report changes in mental health dimensions such as stress levels (Mulcahy et al., 2017) stress and depression, but no anxiety (Wynne et al., 2019) and anxiety but not depression and stress (Hou et al., 2017), as well as no changes in clinical or biochemical indicators of disease (Mulcahy et al., 2017; Wynne et al., 2019). Particular aspects of each investigation are presented in Table 1.

Discussion

This research aims to explain the effectiveness of psychological treatments currently in use for inflammatory bowel disease based on the analysis of the thematic literature on IBD published in scientific journals during the 2016-2022 interval. In this sense, the literature review shows that along with the usual medical intervention that emphasizes the physiological and organic aspects psychological treatment has also taken part in the intervention procedures. Eight (8) papers reported CBT interventions; four (4) reports included CAT, and seven (7) studies dealt with mindfulness interventions.

The evidence of the effect of such psychological interventions, 19 studies reported in the interval 2016-2022 incorporated in this document, show diverse, inconclusive results that are consistent with what had been reported in literature reviews published in previous years. For example, Knowles et al. (2013) performed a meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials and found no evidence of the efficacy of these interventions in adults, noting that studies were grouped into very disparate interventions (e.g., psychodynamic and cognitive-behavioral interventions) and further stated that interventions have, for the most part, multiple crossover theoretical approaches and that published reviews are heterogeneous in terms of both categorization of psychotherapeutic approaches and conclusions related to efficacy. In same sense, review shown in present study included psychological intervention procedures from three (3) different orientations (cognitive behavioral therapy, mindfulness and acceptance and commitment therapy), which are not only different in aspects of theory and meta-theory (for example, conception of man and science according to type of therapy administered) but also in technical design aspects of specific research methods (case studies, quasi-experimental research), of methodological approaches.
used (quantitative, qualitative and mixed), and specific intervention procedures used (some better systematized than others), and even the administration space (face-to-face and virtual), all of which point to the need to design well-defined psychotherapeutic, theoretically solid interventions and to the design of investigations that guarantee greater methodological rigor to allow better comparisons between studies.

In general terms, the literature review carried out shows results that in some cases are effective for intervention in IBD, especially in terms of improvements in lifestyle of patients, as an index of improvement in their quality of life, but with diffuse results in relation to other mental health indicators, for example, in the case of anxiety and depression, psychological factors show improvements in some studies but not in others. Similarly, interventions focused on stress management showed only partial or rather moderate benefits in patients with IBD.

Designs of the interventions have generally emphasized informative and educational aspect regarding disease, together with aspects of psychotherapeutic interventions using specific techniques adjusted to each approach. In this regard, Barlow et al. (2010) already found evidence that information has a role in IBD but that it cannot be assumed that education leads to improvement in health and well-being, therefore, incorporation of informative-educational content of IBD in the design of interventions reported in some of the documents reviewed, could have little effectiveness in improving psychological symptoms, although self-management techniques for psychological aspects of disease may show results that tend to be more promising, an affirmation shared by Wenjing et al. (2015) who, based on a systematic review, find that self-care interventions have positive effects on health-related quality of life in patients with inflammatory bowel disease, delimiting that interventions that were administered remotely had better results than other types of interventions; on other hand, literature review shows that physiological and somatic symptoms of IBD seem to have no changes after administration of psychological procedures, while disease activity indices do not undergo modifications even in post-treatment measures test nor in successive measures sometime after interventions. This is similar in both cognitive behavioral psychotherapy interventions and mindfulness procedures or acceptance and commitment psychotherapy. Effect of psychological intervention on the evolution of chronic diseases is therefore controversial and specifically in IBD there are contradictory results.

Only the study reported by González-Moret et al (2020) shows a concrete effect of a psychological intervention on IBD biomarkers that suggest the appearance of improvement that indicate changes in the physiological condition of the pathology. But this result really points out the need to highlight the existence of important methodological biases in the studies reviewed, in which it is observed that equivalence between the members of the samples in important sociodemographic variables is not always guaranteed, with dispersions that can even be very large and show high heterogeneity.

Likewise, the measurement of variables of interest sometimes consists of adaptations or modifications that are not very clearly specified in the instruments used, as well as the fact that the programs used in psychological interventions of the same orientation are not completely comparable due to this in its design. They are considered very dissimilar themes or techniques, with hardly any roots that give them commonality. In any case, it can be stated that the studies reported that used cognitive-behavioral psychotherapy are those that possibly have the greatest guarantees of methodological rigor.
and, in addition, those that show the best evidence of success on changes in psychological variables; studies that used acceptance and commitment psychotherapy or were based on mindfulness, even when they report improvement results for some of the variables they considered, may lack systematization or clarity of the basic assumptions of the interventions practiced and, therefore, include contents that are difficult to operationalize or quantify.

**Conclusions**

Even observing difference in the number of studies included with respect to each psychological intervention and above all, putting the therapy that used mindfulness at a clear disadvantage insofar as only four (4) studies were included, compared to, for example, eight (8) that were included with a focus on CBT, at first it could be concluded in view of the disparity of findings analyzed, results of studies included in the review are not definitive and that possibly the type of intervention that has greatest verifiable therapeutic potential, given a better systematization of method procedures used, it is cognitive behavioral psychotherapy, although it would not be prudent to make a definitive formulation in this regard; however, review raises more questions regarding orientations considered (CBT, mindfulness or CAT): how to standardize intervention protocols to make them comparable in different studies? What is the research method, quantitative, qualitative or mixed, that best fits to verify effects of each type of therapy? Which biomarkers are really sensitive to therapeutic interventions to reflect changes in IBD activity? What instruments and variables can account for most effective type of psychological intervention in treatment of psychological and physiological factors associated with IBD?

An important consideration is that the review method used (exploratory review) could be improved if the range of publications considered were extended (10 years instead of seven, for example) and particularly if an evaluation of possible bias errors in the literature were included selection, as a properly systematic review requires.

These aspects could reasonably explain the limitations of the present investigation but would not in themselves explain the lack of a consistent pattern in the reported results. Future research on psychological interventions in IBD should therefore focus on use of experimental and control group testing procedures, with random assignment of participants and compliance with parameters that provide guarantees of contrast between groups and replicability of studies result, including design of a more standardized version of intervention procedures based on verifiable scientific assumptions, extension of period or interval of intervention or administration of therapeutic procedure and extension of measurement interval of post-test, use of valid and reliable measurement instruments, inclusion of biomarkers of course of disease as a criterion to evaluate success of intervention, and standardization of intervention protocols and administration modalities, in order to make possible change that is more objective. Despite this, review carried out also makes it clear that incorporation of psychological dimension in usual treatment of IBD entails great benefits in well-being and quality of life of patients with this disease, according to what current definition of OMS (2021) points out as components of people’s health, and, therefore, it is a space of health psychology that is worth continuing to develop.
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